Safera Sense

The Complete Smart Cooking Sensor
Leader in kitchen fire prevention.

Over 250,000 products sold.
Safety alone is dull...
3 common things people forget while cooking?

1. Set a timer
2. Turn the cooker hood on
3. Watch over a hot stove
Why?
People forget when they are cooking...
Being human is ok.
State of the art smart home technology.

1. Eliminates No. 1. cause of home fires
2. Assists in Cooking
3. Monitors Air Quality
Safera Sense gives super senses to your stove
Super simple

1. Place the sensor unit above the cook-top
2. Download the free Safera App
3. Plug ‘n’ play ready to use in less than 2min
4. Upgrade with power control unit (smart stoves are coming soon)
We can provide the richest data of cooking to Smart home eco-systems
Focus on cooking. We Sense your stove.